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Abstract. This paper presents a method of improving the results of au-
tomatic Word Sense Disambiguation by generalizing nouns appearing in
a disambiguated context to concepts. A corpus-based semantic similarity
function is used for that purpose, by substituting appearances of partic-
ular nouns with a set of the most closely related similar words. We show
that this approach may be applied to both supervised and unsupervised
WSD methods and in both cases leads to an improvement in disambigua-
tion accuracy. We evaluate the proposed approach by conducting a series
of lexical sample WSD experiments on both domain-restricted dataset
and a general, balanced Polish-language text corpus.

1 Introduction

Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) is now a well known task of computational
linguistics, for which many automated methods have already been proposed. It
is a problem that consists of assigning the meaning to a given instance of a
polysemous word, based on the context, in which it has been used.

In this article we propose a method of improving existing approaches to word
sense disambiguation by using available linguistic knowledge resources to gen-
eralize information included in contexts of the disambiguated words. We argue
that using either a corpus- or relation-based Semantic Similarity Function (SSF,
discussed in Section 3) to �nd lexemes closely related to the words appearing in
disambiguated contexts may signi�cantly increase disambiguation accuracy. By
using an SSF we include important semantic information in the purely statis-
tical process of selecting the correct sense for a particular word. This bene�ts
both the unsupervised, knowledge-based approaches to WSD (as described in
Section 4) by increasing the chances of matching a particular context with a
sense de�nition and supervised methods, in which case the contexts extended
with semantically related words translate to richer training material for machine
learning methods, as we describe in Section 5. In Section 6 we provide results
of experiments validating the proposed approach by comparing original WSD
methods and methods extended with an SSF.



2 Previous work

As reported by the organizers of public evaluations of WSD methods (e.g. [1]),
supervised learning approaches currently achieve the highest accuracy in the task
of WSD. This class of approaches requires that a training corpus is available,
annotated with information about the sense in which each or some of the words
appear in the text. Unsupervised methods, which use external knowledge sources,
such as WordNet [2] or Wikipedia and unsupervised learning approaches, can
be used in situations where very little or no training data in the form of anno-
tated corpus is available. For example in [3] a graph-based approach has been
presented, where WordNet has been used as a lexical knowledge base contain-
ing hierarchical information about relationships between ambiguous words and
other elements of the language. In the context of Polish language, an approach
to WSD, which involved 106 polysemous target words and a large corpus of more
than 30 000 instances has been described in [4]. A WSD method based on mining
class association rules has been presented in [5].

An idea related to the one presented in this contribution, which concerns
the expansion of training data with WordNet parents, has been proposed in [6].
Lesk method has been modi�ed to use WordNet relations in [7], while in [8] a
distributional similarity has been used to expand the sense de�nitions.

3 Semantic Similarity Functions

Semantic similarity function (SSF) is de�ned as a mapping from pairs of words
(or lemmas) into real numbers: W ×W → R. The value of this function for a
given pair of semantically strongly related words should be greater than the value
for another pair of words, between which the relation is weaker. For example,
SSF (book, page) should be greater than SSF (book, pen), because although both
pairs show some kind of relatedness, the former is arguably stronger. If we take
the type of the linguistic resource (used to extract the similarity of two words)
into consideration, semantic similarity functions can be broadly divided into two
types: distribution- (or corpus-) based and relation-based (see for example [9]
and [10], respectively).

Corpus-based similarity functions rely on the following idea: the more of-
ten two words occur in similar context (and are used in similar way), the more
semantically similar they are. Based on their frequency or more sophisticated
statistical features of the contexts, in which they occur or co-occur, a real num-
ber representing the similarity may be calculated. The second type of semantic
similarity functions relies on the existence of structural linguistic resources such
as WordNet. They traverse the semantic network (or any taxonomy) between
words to calculate the value of the function. A large number of WordNet SSFs
have been developed, but their requirement is the availability of such a large
structured language resource, which makes these methods less applicable for
languages other than English.

For the Polish language, there were only a few attempts to create simi-
larity functions. In this paper we use a corpus-based Rank Weight Function



(RWF, [11]), to �nd nouns most closely related to the ones appearing in disam-
biguated contexts. Further in this paper, we are going to refer to this function
simply as semantic similarity function (or SSF).

4 Extending the Knowledge-Based Approach to WSD

Although most often the supervised WSD techniques achieve the highest accu-
racy, the need to investigate unsupervised methods still exists, because of one
main reason: lack of su�cient amount of training data. As every disambiguated
word needs its own set of training examples, the all-words WSD task is most
often best conducted by the knowledge-based methods, instead of the machine
learning algorithms. In this paper we evaluate an extension of the simpli�ed Lesk
algorithm, with and without the help of the semantic similarity function.

The proposed extension builds on the idea of comparing the coincidence of
sense de�nition with the context (Coincidence(i, c), where c � context, i � i -th
sense de�nition) and choosing the sense for which the value of the function is the
highest. In the Extended Lesk approach the coincidence function is calculated
in a more complex way than intersecting the sets of words (as in original Lesk
algorithm). Individual steps of the algorithm are presented below.

1. Create two empty maps: Wi (for sense i) and Wc (for context c). They will
store pairs: (lemma, weight), lemma being the base form of a word, weight
being a real number.

2. Choose the size of context window (i.e. number of tokens before and after
polysemous word to take into account). Tested sizes are: 1, 2, 5, 10, 30, 50.

3. Insert the base forms of words from the dictionary de�nition of sense i and
from the context window into Wi and Wc respectively. Each entry should
have a weight equal to its number of occurrences in de�nition/context.

4. Multiply each weight of each lemma by its Inverse Document Frequency
(IDF). In the case of the words from context, frequency is based on the
corpus, treating the corpus text as a document. In the case of words from
sense de�nition, IDF is calculated treating all possible sense de�nitions of
currently disambiguated word as the set of documents.

5. Remove from both maps entries with outlying weights, high or low (de�ned
as having higher/lower value than a chosen percentage of the highest one).
Tested threshold can be 0% or 1% in case of low outliers, 99% and 100% in
case of high ones.

6. Normalize de�nition of sense i, by dividing each weight in Wi by the number
of words in this de�nition. It prevents bias to longer de�nitions.

7. Normalize context by dividing the weights from Wc by values dependent
on the textual distance of word from the disambiguated one. Three options
can be tested � no normalization, division by the distance, division by the
squared distance.

8. Extend both maps with related words extracted using Semantic Similarity
Function by choosing the words with the highest score with a chosen simi-
larity threshold. For example, if there is a word w in Wc, we extend Wc with



20 words most similar to w, regarding SSF. If a threshold is set, we only add
these words from the top 20, which acquire result higher than the threshold.
We have tested 4 threshold values: 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and a version, in which
we do not extend maps with related words.

9. Compare the maps using product measure or the Jaccard coe�cient.

In this way we acquire a single real number, representing the coincidence
between the sense i and the context c. The sense with the maximum value is
chosen as the correct one. The Coincidence function can have a large number of
variants, depending on the choice of parameters1. Each of these versions produces
an individual disambiguation method.

5 Extending the Supervised Learning Approach to WSD

In the supervised learning approach to WSD we use an annotated text corpus to
train state-of-the-art machine learning methods and then measure their classi�-
cation accuracy using the ten-fold cross-validation approach. The fundamental
problem we face using machine learning methods for WSD is the selection of an
adequate feature representation method, which allows us to express the knowl-
edge about an ambiguous word and its context in the form of a feature vector.
We thus transform the WSD task into a classi�cation problem and represent the
textual data in the form of �xed-length number vectors.

We have chosen the following representation, implemented as feature gen-
erators in the WSD Development Environment [12]. Thematic Feature Genera-
tor (TFG): represents the existence of a word in a window around the disam-
biguated lexeme with window size: 5�25, lemmatization: on/o�, generation of
related words using a semantic similarity function: on/o� and SSF threshold
value: 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, or 0.4. Structural Feature Generator 1 (SFG1): existence of
a word on a particular position in a small window relative to the disambiguated
lexeme with window size: 1�5 and lemmatization: on/o�. Structural Feature
Generator 2 (SFG2): existence of a part-of-speech on a particular position in a
small window relative to the disambiguated lexeme with window size: 1�5 and
tagset: full or simpli�ed. Keyword Feature Generator (KFG): grammatical form
of the disambiguated lexeme with tagset: full or simpli�ed.

Examples of feature vectors created by the generators described above are
presented on Figure 1. We follow the common approach of representing the
context of a particular polysemous word with a variant of the bag-of-words rep-
resentation. The TFG generator captures the information about the existence
of a particular word or lemma in the context, while the SFG1 generator ana-
lyzes a smaller window around the disambiguated lexeme and adds information
about the position of the word in context relative to the lexeme. We also use the

1 During the development of the Extended Lesk method more extensions were tested
than are presented in this paper. We describe only the parameter values, which were
found to be the most successful.



TFG
cena zªotówka moralno±¢ kilogram

SFG1
siebie-1 surowiec+1 praca+1

0 1 0 1 1 1 0

SFG2
praet-2 subst-1 adj-1 subst+1

KFG
subst sg pl dat acc

1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1

Fig. 1. Examples of feature vectors used with supervised learning WSD methods.

SFG2 generator, which is analogous to SFG1, but takes parts-of-speech appear-
ing in context into account and KFG, which notes the grammatical form of the
disambiguated lexeme.

We have used the SSF to extend the TFG generator and to include the
information about the words most similar to the words appearing in context
in the �nal feature vector. This allows us to train a more general classi�er,
which is not closely tied to a particular word, but rather to a general concept.
For example, in case of the word �kilogram�, the used SSF returns such closely
related words as: �kg� (similarity rating: 0.299), �kilo� (0.287), �tona� (�ton�,
0.241) and �gram� (0.206). All such words, having the similarity rating above a
selected threshold are appended as additional attributes to the feature vector.

The bag-of-words approach to text representation produces a very large num-
ber of attributes, which is impractical in the subsequent classi�er learning phase.
In order to reduce the size of the feature vectors we employ an attribute selection
method (still using the training data set), which chooses between 50 to 400 most
important attributes, by calculating their information gain with respect to the
class.

6 Experimental Results

6.1 Evaluation Corpora

Evaluation of the proposed improvement to automatic WSD has been performed
on two corpora, each having its own dictionary of polysemous words (nouns,
verbs and adjectives). The larger of the corpora comes from the National Corpus
of Polish (NCP) project, described in [13]. It contains 1 215 513 tokens, including
34 114 polysemous ones, in 3 889 texts. It is a balanced corpus, spanning multiple
types of textual sources and thematic domains. To verify the performance of
the proposed approach on a domain-restricted collection of documents, we have
used the Econo corpus, presented in [5]. It consists of 370 182 tokens with 22 520
polysemous ones in 1 861 texts from the domain of economy. Each of the corpora
has been manually sense-annotated by quali�ed linguists (each example was
annotated independently by two annotators and an additional third annotator
in case of a disagreement) to serve as a veri�cation data set and training material
for supervised learning methods. In case of the NCP corpus the sense inventory
contained 106 polysemous words and 2.85 sense de�nitions per word on average.
The smaller Econo corpus was annotated using a dictionary of 52 polysemous
words and containing 3.62 sense de�nitions per word on average.



6.2 Unsupervised methods

Based on a combination of parameters of Coincidence function (see Table 1),
two sets of methods were de�ned. The �rst set (EL) was formed by creating all
combinations of possible parameter values without the usage of Semantic Simi-
larity Function, which resulted in total number of 288 methods. The second set
(EL-SS) consisted of 1152 methods, as the usage of SSF with di�erent parameter
values was included. The only di�erence between these two sets lies in the use
of SSF and a chosen similarity threshold, while all the other parameters remain
unchanged.

We have used the following experimental framework for the available data.
Each corpus was split into two parts of similar size (on the level of texts). The �rst
part was designated as the development part, while the other as the evaluation
part. All methods from both sets were tested on the development part. Based
on the results from that test, the best methods from EL and EL-SS sets for each
lexeme were chosen, as well as single methods, which performed best when used
on all of the lexemes. Final results are calculated on the evaluation part using
best methods from the previous step.

Table 1. Unsupervised methods achieving the highest accuracy on all lexemes from
the inventory (as measured on the development part).

Parameter Possible values NCP Econo

Context size 1,2,5,10,30,50 50 10

Low threshold 0.01,0.00 0.01 0.01

High threshold 1.00,0.99 1.00 0.99

De�nition normalization yes, no yes no

Context normalization none, linear, square square none

Comparison measure product, jaccard jaccard product

SSF yes, no yes yes

SSF threshold 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 0.1 0.2

6.3 Supervised methods

In the case of supervised methods, a best performing method has been chosen
for each of the lexemes in the sense inventory. The selection of the most accurate
classi�cation method has been done by searching through the space of feature
representation methods, their parameters (as described in Section 5), machine
learning algorithms (e.g. NaiveBayes, C4.5, RandomForest) and the number of
selected attributes. All the experiments have been performed using the ten-fold
cross-validation approach. The accuracy �gures given in the following section are
calculated by choosing the best supervised method for each of the 52 (in case of
Econo corpus) or 106 (in case of the NCP corpus) disambiguated words.



6.4 Results

To assess the improvement in disambiguation accuracy gained from the proposed
approach, we have experimented individually with each of the words found in the
Econo and NCP sense inventories. The improvement varies greatly between the
lexemes, ranging from no improvement to an increase of more than 60 percentage
points. Disambiguation accuracy of the polysemous lexemes from the Econo
corpus has been presented on Figure 2. Context generalization using the SSF
proved to increase the accuracy of disambiguation for 33 polysemous words in
case of the unsupervised approach and 19 in case of the supervised methods.
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Fig. 2. Disambiguation accuracy of the Econo corpus using the extended Lesk method
(left) and supervised learning approach (right) and the increase in accuracy gained
using the semantic similarity function (black bars).

The improvement is also considerable in case of the NCP corpus, as presented
in Table 2. The parameters of single unsupervised methods that performed best
on all the lexemes have been presented in Table 1. In case of the supervised
methods the use of a SSF has in�uenced the disambiguation accuracy of lexemes,
which appear less often in the dataset and for that reason the improvement
of overall results for this group of approaches is less signi�cant than for the
Extended Lesk method.

Table 2. Overall results of supervised and unsupervised methods on Econo and NCP
corpora.

Econo corpus

Method Method set Accuracy

Single best
EL 60.04%

EL-SS 61.70%

EL 77.27%
Best EL-SS 80.92%

per lexeme BestSupervised 97.29%
BestSupervised-SS 97.52%

NCP corpus

Method Method set Accuracy

Single best
EL 62.46%

EL-SS 65.64%

EL 75.09%
Best EL-SS 80.03%

per lexeme BestSupervised 91.47%
BestSupervised-SS 91.94%



7 Conclusions and Future Work

In this contribution we have described our experiments concerning Word Sense
Disambiguation performed on two Polish language corpora: a general, balanced
NCP corpus and domain-restricted Econo corpus. We have presented the re-
sults of a knowledge-based and supervised learning approaches to WSD in these
corpora and proposed and improvement applicable to any method relying on
context to perform the disambiguation. In future we would like to explore the
possibilities of combining the proposed SSF extension of WSD methods with the
knowledge available in WordNet-like resources, to �ne-tune the generalization of
words in disambiguated contexts.
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